
Fast, efficient device configuration 

You have better things to do than configure dozens or even hundreds of mobile devices. So leave it  
to Appurity’s managed mobility professionals to do the laborious bit, while you get on with more  
important priorities.

Appurity Managed Mobility Services (MMS) takes care of all the security and compliance requirements, 
corporate policies, apps and any other configuration demands that always accompany the deployment of 
a new fleet of devices. When you buy from Appurity, you get the performance, control and functionality you 
want, not just a pile of expensive boxes.

What’s not in the box, but is included

Your Appurity MMS will encompass all the policies and processes that are required to plan, procure, 
provision, activate, manage and support mobile devices, network services and mobile applications. 

Our specialists will define the requirements and objectives, understand the use cases and define a project 
roll-out for each defined business area. The project management could extend to the carrier, to ensure the 
logistics relating to SIM migration are co-ordinated with the device swap.

How many half hours can you spare?

Typically, it can take up to 30 minutes to set up an individual device, with many different factors  
to consider.

Apple Device 
Enrolment Plan (DEP)

Personally-owned 
devices (BYOD)

Number of apps to 
be pre-built

SD cards and content

Migration between 
EMM clients

Apple and Google IDs

Device reactivation  
- Apple and Android

WiFi availability

Proven partners
Appurity are specialists in the secure  
integration of devices and critical applications 
into technology infrastructures. As part of the 
Apple Consultants Network and with our deep 
knowledge of Android, we have the expertise  
you need to deploy secure, fully-functioning and 
managed mobile devices, without disruption to 
your IT operation.
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Managed Mobility Services
Let the specialists take the pain out of device deployment

More information is available on our website: appurity.co.uk
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Multi-Platform Managed Mobility Services from Appurity

Appurity MMS encompasses both Android and iOS platforms. It gives you the flexibility to  
roll-out corporate-owned-personally-enabled (COPE) policies, or a full bring-your-own-device (BYOD) 
environment. Even with the complexity of multiple platforms and devices of varying  
ages, our specialists will ensure that devices, operating systems and apps are all compliant and  
easily manageable.

Appurity MMS: a proven working model

With many years experience delivering devices for our customers, we have refined a process 
that can be altered depending on requirements. 

Here’s an example of Appurity MMS in action. We were appointed by a UK local authority to  
help them manage a migration to a compliant multi-platform mobile deployment, with support for 
bring-your-own.

How can Appurity help?
Appurity is assisting businesses with their 
mobility strategy, whether COBO (Corporate 
Owned, Business Only), COPE (Corporate 
Owned, Personal Enabled), or BYOD.

With the Appurity Mobile Management Service 
we are helping customers in the following areas:

Gold Build

We’ll look at all your existing policies and 
profiles and then build your device with precise 
security settings while documenting every step. 
This is our Gold Build Standard.

Android Enterprise Zero-Touch  
Enrollment Programme

Following the Gold Build, Appurity can 
seamlessly setup and deploy the rest of your 
devices with the Android Enterprise Zero-Touch 
Enrollment Programme for consistency across 
all devices.

Mitigate the risk with 
Appurity App Security 
Assessments
As part of the MMS service and Gold builds, 
Appurity can audit and test named mobile apps 
to establish how secure and to ascertain whether 
they are a threat.

This includes apps from the App Store, Google 
Play, and bespoke apps created by your own 
organisation or a third party. 

With our in-depth understanding of the security 
risks that affect mobile apps, we will help you 
to understand threats and identify potential 
vulnerabilities within the apps used by everyone, 
across your entire organisation.

Get in touch

0330 660 0277

sales@appurity.co.uk 

appurity.co.uk

Managed Mobility Services 
Let the specialists take the pain out of device deployment 

Back end infrastructure
Optimising the infrastructure for integration and management of 
the mobile deployment.

Collaboration with IT team and airtime provider 
Plan and implement a smooth roll out.

Design and Gold build for Android and iOS platforms 
Review your existing policies and profiles, ensuring compliance with 
regulatory standards and specifications.

Management of the device swap process
Unbox and build your devices with precise security settings while 
documenting every step. 

Set up of device policies 
Ensure all users, whether COBO or COPE users, are issued with 
devices appropriate to their roles. 

End-to-end mobile management 
Unified Endpoint Management (UEM) and Mobile Threat  
Prevention solution.

More information is available on our website: appurity.co.uk
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